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Abstract—Industrial Wireless Sensor Networks (IWSNs) are
nowadays becoming more and more popular thanks to their
flexibility and pervasive monitoring capabilities to support pro-
cess automation and remote maintenance applications. In such a
scenario, channel errors due to the wireless medium can result in
data packet losses, and consequently in unreliable IWSN services.

To mitigate the above reported problem, this paper presents
a lightweight error correction scheme specially developed for
IEEE802.15.4-based IWSNs. By adding error correction and
detection information inside the IEEE802.15.4 MAC data frame,
the proposed FEC scheme is able to guarantee a backward
compatibility with the standard while providing advanced capa-
bilities in recovering data packets affected by bit errors. In the
paper the benefits of the proposed technique are first evaluated
through simulated loss traces, then they are validated in a
real environment by considering real loss traces collected in an
electricity power plant. The proposed error correction scheme
is able to recover around 50% of the data packets that would
be lost in case of a standard communication without any error
correction capability.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are nowadays largely
adopted in industrial environments thanks to their flexibility
and pervasive monitoring capabilities able to successfully sup-
port process automation, remote maintenance, and advanced
applications [1], [2]. Despite the great benefit carried out
by this technology, wireless communications in industrial
environments are challenging regarding communication reli-
ability [3]. Obstacles, ferrous materials, moving objects and
other sources of electromagnetic interference can result in
packet errors, and consequently on unreliable wireless based
services. To reduce data losses in a wireless scenario two
techniques are mainly adopted: Automatic Repeat reQuest
(ARQ) and Forward Error Correction (FEC).

ARQ is an error recovery technique based on the retrans-
mission of data packets after an explicit (i.e., formal request
trough a dedicated message) or implicit (i.e., no reception of
an acknowledgment frame) request from the receiver node.
In FEC techniques, instead, reliability is provided by adding
redundant information to original data. In an Industrial WSN
(IWSN) scenario based on pervasive and constrained mon-
itoring devices, the use of redundant packets can result in
network congestions with the risk of a possible block of all
monitoring services [4]. On the contrary, FEC techniques can
avoid the above mentioned problem although they require an

additional computation overhead due to the evaluation of the
redundant information to be added inside the data packet.
Considering IEEE802.15.4-based [5] IWSNs, the low-level
reference standard used in WirelessHART and ISA100.11a
systems [6], few FEC-based techniques have been proposed
over the years. In [7], and in its enhanced version [8], a FEC-
based technique to be implemented at Media Access Control
(MAC) layer is proposed by considering Reed Solomon (RS)
and Bose and Ray-Chaudhuri (BCH) codes to protect both
header fields and payload. In both works the backward com-
patibility with the IEEE802.15.4 standard is maintained, as
well as an increased communication reliability is achieved at
the cost of an additional overhead in terms of computational
power for data decoding purposes. In order to improve the
communication reliability, new classes of error correction
codes are nowadays considered for the wireless sensor network
scenario. Turbo codes and Low Density Parity Check (LDPC)
codes are largely investigated by proposing lightweight coding
and decoding techniques to be used in constrained devices [9].
However, although their use has proven to reduce packet
errors, such codes fail to fulfill both memory and timing
requirements in real devices used in the IWSN scenario, as
reported in [10] by Yitbarek et al. According to the same
work the most lightweight approaches for FEC techniques
in IEEE802.15.4-based networks are based on Repetition and
Hamming codes, though they do not reach the same error
recovery performance of RS codes (RS(15,11) is identified
as the best solution).

In this work we propose a MAC layer based FEC technique
targeted to IEEE802.15.4 industrial wireless sensor networks,
and able to guarantee a backward compatibility with the
standard. By considering next generation IWSNs following
the Internet of Things (IoT) vision in which smart devices
running complex algorithms will be pervasively deployed
in the field for control and maintenance applications, the
proposed technique aims at reducing coding and decoding
complexity by using Repetition codes and a fast error detection
process already defined in the IEEE802.15.4 standard and
implemented in hardware in popular transceivers. By reducing
the complexity related to error correction, ideally moving all
the computation in the transceiver, advanced algorithms can
be implemented in smart devices without searching strong
trade-offs between onboard application logic performance and
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possible optimizations related to network communications.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The proposed

FEC scheme is described in Section II after recalling some
details about the IEEE802.15.4 data packet composition. Sec-
tion III details the performance of the proposed FEC strategy,
and it is organized into two main parts. In the first part per-
formance are presented through simulations in which channel
errors are simulated by using the Gilbert-Elliot channel error
model [11], [12]. In the second part, a data collection activity
in a real industrial scenario is reported by analyzing both Bit
Error Rate (BER) and average Burst Length (BL) in several
communication links. Moreover, collected traces are used to
evaluate packet losses with and without the proposed FEC
scheme. Section IV concludes the paper.

II. PROPOSED ERROR CORRECTION TECHNIQUE

This section first details IEEE802.15.4 specifications in
data packet composition and error detection capabilities, then
introduces the proposed MAC layer based FEC scheme by
reporting the error correction algorithm.

A. IEEE802.15.4 standard

The IEEE802.15.4 standard in its specifications defines both
Physical and MAC layers according to the ISO/OSI protocol
stack model. At MAC layer four main protocol data units are
defined: (i) beacon frame, (ii) ack frame, (iii) command frame,
and (iv) data frame. Since FEC techniques are usually applied
to the data frame only, in the following of the section only the
data frame is detailed by reporting its main fields.

Fig. 1 shows the IEEE802.15.4 data packet in case no MAC
layer based security is used. The packet header is composed by
three main fields: (i) frame control, (ii) sequence number, and
(iii) addressing fields. In the considered case the maximum
header size is equal to 23 bytes. The data payload has a
maximum dimension of 102 bytes, and it is followed by a
Frame Check Sequence (FCS) field which has a length of
2 bytes. The maximum IEEE802.15.4 data packet dimension
results equal to 127 bytes.

Fig. 1: Standard IEEE802.15.4 data frame without Auxiliary
Security Header fields.

The FCS field contains a 16-bit ITU-T CRC and is calcu-
lated over the MAC header and payload parts of the frame
for error detection purposes. Once a data packet is received,
the receiver node evaluates the FCS value again, and in case
there is a mismatch between received and evaluated values the
packet is discarded because affected by bit errors. The FCS
evaluation can be easily implemented in hardware [13].

B. FEC scheme

As previously introduced, the proposed MAC layer based
FEC technique is targeted to low-complexity, and it is mainly
based on Repetition codes with fast error detection capabilities.
Since one of the main requirements is the backward compati-
bility with the IEEE802.15.4 standard, the proposed technique
does not introduce new MAC frames or modifications in the
MAC data frame structure, but it proposes a way to use the
MAC data packet payload by adding the required information
for error correction. In this way, devices or transceivers
implementing the FEC scheme can start the error correction
procedure after assessing a difference in the received and
evaluated FCSs, while other nodes which are not aware of
the whole error correction method can discard the data packet
because of errors. The proposed FEC scheme is graphically
depicted in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Standard IEEE802.15.4 data frame with data payload
fields required by the proposed FEC scheme.

In the MAC payload, the last 2 bytes are used to send the
FCSH field, an FCS value evaluated over the header only.
Since we decided not to recover header errors to save available
bytes for data, such field is required to understand whether
the header is corrupted or not with a consequent discard of
the packet. Data to be sent (Dx) are first completed with
an additional FCS field (FCSx), and then repeated inside the
payload three times. The additional FCS field evaluated on
data only is a strong and simple error detection enforcement
that can be used at the receiver side to understand whether a
repeated data block is corrupted or not. The first data block
without errors is used as received data to be used in device
applications or to correct the other data blocks in case of
multi-hop communications. Such approach avoids a majority
voting in repetition coding by leveraging on the additional
FCS fields. Since the FEC technique is targeted to IWSNs
in which both process automation and remote maintenance
applications are supported, in case all the three blocks of data
result corrupted the packet is discarded. The whole envisioned
scheme requires evaluating two more FCS values (i.e., FCSH,
and FCSx) before sending the packet. By using the same 16-bit
ITU-T CRC algorithm defined by the standard, the additional
FCS fields can be easily evaluated in hardware. At the receiver
side, up to five FCS values can be evaluated according to
the error correction algorithm reported in Algorithm 1. In
the algorithm pseudocode, the received data block after all
bit errors have been recovered is labeled as Drx, and the
FCS values calculated at the receiver side and in the data
packet are labeled with rx and tx respectively. Consider-
ing the IEEE802.15.4 MAC data frame length reported in
Section II-A, no security applied, the maximum available
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data block dimension able to avoid the fragmentation of the
information in several packets is equal to 31 bytes. When a
security header field is inserted, a lower number of bytes can
be sent. For instance with additional 14 bytes for security the
maximum available data block dimension able to avoid the
fragmentation is equal to 26 bytes. Such a data size dimension
is enough for a wide range of monitoring applications in the
industrial environment. Temperature, vibration analysis results,
and other sensor outputs can be easily accommodated in the
maximum available block.

Algorithm 1 Error correction algorithm

1: Evaluate FCSrx

2: if FCSrx is equal to FCStx then
3: Drx is equal to D1

4: else
5: Evaluate FCSHrx

6: if FCSHrx is not equal to FCSHtx then
7: Discard the packet
8: else
9: Evaluate FCS1rx, FCS2rx, FCS3rx

10: if FCSirx is not equal to FCSitx (i=1,2,3) then
11: Discard the packet
12: else
13: Drx is equal to Di where i is the index of the data

block which has FCSirx is equal to FCSitx
14: end if
15: end if
16: end if

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The performance of the proposed FEC scheme is reported in
this section considering both simulations and real loss traces
collected in an electricity power plant. In the former case, the
channel error model is briefly introduced before presenting
Packet Loss Rate (PLR) based performance. In the latter case,
the data collection setup is briefly presented before reporting
statistics on the channel behavior and PLR performance with
and without the proposed FEC scheme. In all presented results
the PLR with and without protection have been evaluated by
using a simulator able to read loss traces (simulated or real),
and apply or not the protection scheme.

A. Performance with simulated loss traces

The performance of the proposed FEC strategy has been
analyzed through simulations by using a two-stage Gilbert-
Elliot [11], [12] error model. According to such a model
the wireless channel is modeled with a two-state Markov
chain characterized by good and bad states. In each state
a bit error probability can be imposed, thus modeling the
effects of possible interference. However, the model requires
that possible bit flips in the good state happen sporadically,
while the majority occurs in the bad state. Starting from the
transition probabilities of the model the mean state sojourn
time can be evaluated, as well as the global bit error rate. Each

state sojourn time results geometrically distributed. Under the
condition that bit flips can occur in the bad state only, the
global BER is proportional on the time spent in the bad state,
while the average time, in the number of bits, spent in the bad
state is equal to the average burst length. As a consequence,
by imposing the bit error rate and the imposed average burst
length, the whole error channel model is characterized. In
Table I results of the performed study are reported as a
function of the block data size D, the BER, and considering the
average BL equal to 2.5 bits. In each simulation the dimension
of the packet in case of no FEC technique is applied, is the
sum of the header size (23 bytes), the data size D, and the
FCS (2 bytes). When the proposed FEC scheme is applied
the packet size is due to the sum of the header, the three
repetition of D, the four added FCSs and the global FCS. The
data size D ranges from 4 to 28 bytes in order to consider
applications in which multiple floating-point data are sent in
the same packet to save energy. For instance, this is the case
in which a high precision temperature sensor is used and
up to seven values are sent in the same data packet. From
reported results, the benefit of the proposed FEC scheme can
be easily noticed for high values of BER (equal to 10−3 and
10−4 in the simulations) and D, where almost half of data
packets previously discarded are now recovered. By decreasing
the data size, still considering high BER values, the FEC
scheme error recovering gain decreases accordingly. In the
case of BER values lower than 10−5 the PLR reduction of
the FEC strategy is minimal, even though it is still effective
in recovering bit errors.

TABLE I: PLR results with and without FEC scheme as a
function of BER and data size D in a simulated environment.

D PLR no FEC (%) PLR FEC (%)

BER BER

10−3 10−4 10−5 10−3 10−4 10−5

28 15.69 1.69 0.17 8.00 0.81 0.08

24 14.59 1.56 0.15 7.97 0.81 0.08

20 13.49 1.43 0.14 7.94 0.81 0.08

16 12.36 1.31 0.13 7.90 0.81 0.08

12 11.24 1.17 0.11 7.89 0.81 0.08

8 10.09 1.05 0.11 7.85 0.80 0.08

4 8.93 0.93 0.09 7.83 0.80 0.08

B. Performance with real loss traces

In order to prove the benefits of the proposed technique
in a real industrial environment, several loss traces have been
collected in an electricity power plant. To this end, real devices
equipped with IEEE802.15.4-based transceivers have been
used and programmed to send predefined data packets towards
a receiver node able to receive both good and corrupted frames.
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All received data are then stored in an external device through
a serial communication to perform off-line data analysis.
The reference hardware used in the whole data collection
campaign is the Seed-Eye board [14], an embedded device
mounting a Microchip PIC32 microcontroller, the Microchip
MRF24J40MB transceiver reaching a maximum transmission
power of +20dBm, and a large number of communication
buses to be used to connect external sensors. During the
campaign, the loss traces have been collected by moving the
sending device in several positions of the power plant located
on three different floors, while the receiver node has been
kept fixed in a position close to a possible control room of
the system. A picture of the receiver node connected to the
storage system is reported in Fig. 3, while several installations
for the sender node are reported in Fig. 4. The total number

Fig. 3: Receiver node with external storage system.

of tested positions is equal to 9, and they have been chosen
in order to have different propagation conditions (presence
or absence of ferrous material and occlusions). Moreover,
each floor is separated by a metal grid, and the maximum
distance between the sender and the receiver is approximately
40 m. For each position thousand packets have been sent
in several runs in order to filter out possible time-varying
wireless channel fluctuations, while the transmission power
has been imposed equal to +20dBm, the maximum allowed
value according to the ETSI EN 300 328 specifications [15].
All results related to the data collection campaign are reported
in Table II, where for each position have been reported the
BER and BL values extracted from a post-processing analysis
of all collected traces, as well as the PLR obtained with and
without the proposed FEC scheme. A data size D equal to 28
bytes has been considered.

In the considered industrial scenario the BER ranges from
a minimum of 1.2 ·10−6 to a maximum of 5.2 ·10−4, with BL
values up to 2.6. In any position the proposed FEC scheme is
able to recover at least half of data packets discarded in case no
FEC policy is applied, thus showing its benefits in enhancing
wireless-based applications reliability in real environments.

TABLE II: PLR results with and without FEC scheme consid-
ering real loss traces collected in an electricity power plant.

Position BER BL PLR no FEC PLR FEC

[bits] (%) (%)

1 2.5 · 10−5 1.3 0.84 0.40

2 5.2 · 10−4 1.7 12.10 5.97

3 5.2 · 10−5 1.6 1.41 0.68

4 2.1 · 10−6 1.0 0.10 0.05

5 2.8 · 10−5 2.6 0.44 0.23

6 1.2 · 10−6 1.0 0.05 0.02

7 3.6 · 10−6 1.0 0.14 0.07

8 2.8 · 10−5 2.0 0.63 0.30

9 1.8 · 10−4 1.7 4.40 1.16

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In the paper, a lightweight error correction scheme tar-
geted to industrial wireless sensor networks based on the
IEEE802.15.4 standard is presented. The proposed FEC
scheme is mainly based on Repetition codes and it is supported
by a fast error detection process based on the evaluation
of frame check sequence values both on packet header and
blocks of data. By adding additional data information and error
detection fields in the payload of the standard IEEE802.15.4
MAC data frame, the proposed technique is able to guarantee
a backward compatibility while providing advanced features
in recovering data packets affected by bit errors.

The performance of the proposed FEC scheme has been
evaluated through simulations considering both simulated and
real loss traces collected in an electricity power plant. In both
cases the technique shows its effectiveness in correcting bit
errors by guaranteeing to recover around 50% of data packets
that would be lost without any error correction technique, thus
showing its benefits in enhancing communication reliability
to fully support process automation and remote maintenance
applications in the reference scenario.

Future works in this research area will consider the introduc-
tion of an additional channel error model able to characterize
interference in the reference frequency band, thus allowing
a fair comparison with other FEC-based techniques already
proposed in the literature. Moreover, the effect of errors in
the packet header will be investigated to understand under
which conditions a redundancy scheme on the header can be
necessary.
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